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Recycling Way More Plastics!

Cups, containers, molded packaging, and toys

T

he days of looking for numbers in the
chasing arrows on plastic containers
are over in San Francisco. On Earth
Day, April 22, 2008, we expanded the blue
cart recycling program to accept:
• all plastic tubs and lids
• plastic cups
• clamshell and yogurt containers
(clean, without food or liquids)
• molded plastic packaging
• plastic buckets and flower pots
• broken plastic toys as long
as they have no metal parts,
batteries, circuit boards or wiring.
Plastic film of any kind, such as
plastic bags and plastic wrap, will
NOT be accepted. Styrofoam will NOT
be accepted.
Plastic bags and other flimsy plastics
get tangled in recycling equipment,
including conveyer belts. Plastic bags also

contaminate paper bales and may cause
them to be rejected by paper mills, so
please do NOT place plastic bags or other
film plastics in your recycling cart.
Sunset Scavenger and Golden Gate
Disposal & Recycling collect bottles,
cans, paper, and now the additional
plastics noted above from blue carts
placed at the curb and then deliver the
mixed recyclables to Recycle Central,
a state-of-the-art sorting plant
operated by SF Recycling & Disposal
on Pier 96.
By placing the plastics noted
above in the blue cart, residents
and businesses help provide additional
opportunities for recycling workers to
recover plastic items that can be recycled
and made into new products.
Upgrading the blue cart program to
accept more plastics is part of ongoing

The blue cart program now accepts: plastic cups, clamshell
and yogurt containers (clean, without food or liquids),
molded plastic packaging, buckets, plant containers, and
broken plastic toys. Please remember Styrofoam, plastic
bags, and other film plastics are NOT accepted.

efforts by your local recycling companies to
achieve San Francisco’s recycling goals.
Please visit SFRecycling.com for
more information about the curbside blue
cart program or about recycling electronic
products or household hazardous waste.
Containers labeled compostable go in the
green cart.

Many apartment buildings ordering green carts
Carlos Serrano, residential manager of the 20-unit
La Mirada Apartments on Union Street, says the green
cart makes it clean and convenient for tenants to
compost their food scraps.

S

avvy San Francisco apartment owners
are seeing green these days, green as in
the Food Scrap Compost Program.
Every day more apartment owners and
managers are signing up at no extra charge
to participate in the popular program, the
largest of its kind in the nation.

Recycling workers collect the food scraps
and yard trimmings put in the green carts,
then take the compostable materials to a
modern facility where they are turned into
nutrient-rich, organically certified compost
that farmers and vineyard managers use to
enrich their soil.
As of June, more than 1,400 apartment
buildings had ordered and received green
carts. More than 2,100 San Francisco
restaurants and 80,000 single-family homes
participate in the program.
Participating in the program helps
manage disposal costs at the building, say
managers. “And we’re reducing the amount
of trash that goes into landfill. It’s a great
program,” said James Spencer, residential
manager of the 42-unit Julia Apartments on
Bush Street.

Learn more about recycling from your local recycling companies at
www.SFRecycling.com

“Apartment tenants contact us
every day asking how to get a green
cart,” said Sean Davison, Golden Gate
Disposal & Recycling’s Waste Reduction
Manager. “Since it is up to the owners
and managers to start the service, we are
working with them to make the green cart
as common as the blue in every apartment
complex in the city.”
The company is promoting the service
with letters and phone calls to building
managers and owners. Once the building
owner signs up, tenants receive a kitchen
pail starter kit, which includes compostable
liner bags and a flier with photographs
showing how to use the pails and what
goes in the blue and green carts.
To order green cart service
for your apartment building, call
Sunset Scavenger at 330-1300
or Golden Gate Disposal at
626-4000.
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Bulky Item Collection at your service
and Golden Gate Disposal & Recycling.
The program is funded through monthly
collection rates.
Just one phone call is all it takes to
schedule an appointment at your convenience. We will collect up to 10 items
placed at the curb. For program guidelines,
go to SFRecycling.com or call Sunset
Scavenger at 330-1300 or Golden Gate
at 626-4000.
• Single-family homes and residential
units at properties with five or fewer
Residential customers can schedule a Bulky Item Collection to
units are entitled to two BIC pickups
recycle large items such as TVs, computers, and mattresses.
per calendar year.
• Each occupied apartment unit, in buildings
ulky Item Collection (BIC) is available
with six or more units, may schedule one
for no extra charge to all residential
BIC a calendar year.
customers served by Sunset Scavenger

B

• Owners or managers of apartment
buildings with six units or more
are entitled to one BIC pickup per
calendar year.
“Customers like the BIC program
because it is an easy, economical and convenient way for people to get rid of large
items in an environmentally responsible way,”
said Rob De Martini, BIC Program Manager.
Have more than 10 items or need inside
service? Both residential and commercial
customers can, for an additional fee, have
RecycleMyJunk.com collectors haul away
any number of items from inside your home,
storage unit, or business.
We recycle more than half the material
collected through these programs.

Residents say recycling theft a “growing nuisance”
Cost of organized poaching to ratepayers up $469,000
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This poacher’s haul may look like
cardboard boxes, but it is a 4,000pound load of glass bottles taken
from recycling carts in San Francisco.

municipal recycling programs means less
revenue (from selling recyclables to
manufacturing facilities) to help fund local
recycling programs and to help offset
increases in monthly garbage bills charged
to customers. So ratepayers — people who
pay monthly bills set by the city for garbage
collection service — inherit the cost of
recycling theft.
In the past few months several poacher
trucks overloaded with bottles taken from
recycling carts in San Francisco have
crashed on area highways, including the foot
of Bay Bridge, spewing broken glass and
snarling traffic for hours.

Poachers are also cutting
locked recycling containers
with bolt cutters, damaging
others with crowbars, and
stealing recycling carts.
Sunset Scavenger and
Golden Gate Disposal &
Recycling have replaced
thousands of stolen carts in
the past year.
In response to
constituent concerns, San
Francisco Assemblywoman Fiona Ma wrote
AB 1778, which would require salvage yards
to record instances when individuals bring
in $100 or more worth of recycling and to
pay by check. The Assembly passed the bill
and forwarded it to the Senate.
Residents who see poachers rummaging
through recycling carts or bins, should not
confront the thieves, but may wish to
contact local officials. Residents can also
report instances of recycling theft by filling
out an online form at SFRecycling.com
We will compile and forward reports to the
San Francisco Police Department.
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Residential Collection:
Sunset Scavenger Company, 330-1300
Golden Gate Disposal & Recycling, 626-4000

Debris box service, 888-404-4008
RecycleMyJunk.com, 330-1300
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razen theft of glass and plastic bottles
and aluminum cans by professional
recycling thieves operating fleets of
unsafe pickup trucks continues to increase
in California.
Thousands of city residents have filed
complaints about groups of poachers
stealing bottles and cans from blue recycling
carts and dumping recyclables into beat-up
trucks crudely fashioned to carry big
payloads.
Residents report that recycling thieves
wake families in the middle of the night,
throw newspaper and other materials on
the ground (leaving homeowners to deal
with the mess) and trespass onto private
property. One San Francisco resident said
she was assaulted by a recycling thief after
asking the poacher not to take her
recyclables.
Professional poaching has become an
underground commercial economy in which
recycling thieves sell their loot to
unquestioning scrap dealers for cash.
What is the cost of recycling theft?
Based on declines in bottles and cans
collected in the curbside recycling program
recycling theft in San Francisco is costing at
least $469,000 a year above historic levels.
Who pays the bill? Less material collected in

